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Introduction

You are about to construct a model of one of the worlds’ great buildings. This 
shimmering icon is one of the most recogniseable structures that man has ever 
built and it has come to symbolise Australia and more particularly, Sydney. 
In June 2007 the Sydney Opera House was acknowledged as having outstanding 
universal value and it gained inscription on UNESCO’s World Heritage List.

Jørn Utzon, a young and talented Danish architect, conceived a building that is 
sited majestically on Bennelong Point. Utzon and his small architectural team 
worked closely with a team of engineers lead by the Anglo-Danish engineer Ove 
Arup. Despite the buildings’ complex appearance it is a deceptively simple form 
that has been beautifully resolved through ingenious engineering and design. 

Models were used extensively in the development process to work through 
problems and to present ideas. Your model is crafted from timber and will have 
a feel of authenticity as if built by the architect himself.

In this booklet you will fi nd clear and easy to follow instructions taking you step 
by step through the construction of the model. There are also photographic 
instructions to follow on our website should you need them. You can fi nd these at:

http://www.littlebuildingco.com/assembly

Included in this kit are some items to help you:

• a role of masking tape to tape the structure together while the glue cures.
• sanding boards, to tidy up any tabs or edges.
• a syringe to apply PVA glue.
• PVA wood glue.
• a brush to clean up any excess glue from the model.
• a bamboo skewer to help you position components.

You will also need a sharp blade to cut the components from their backing, this is 
not supplied.
Construction of the National Opera House (as it was called in the conditions and 
programme for the competition) took seventeen years to complete, your model 
shouldn’t take that long. It is however something that that takes paitence to 
complete.

I hope you enjoy building your model and get many years of enjoyment from the          
fi nished structure.

Regards,
Marcus Bree
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An Overview - Getting to know the building

Podium + Concourse

Restaurant

Concert Hall Entrance Foyer

Opera Theatre Entrance Foyer

Opera Theatre Stage

Opera Theatre Gallery

Opera Theatre Lounge

Concert Hall Stage Tower

Concert Hall Auditorium

Concert Hall Lounge



The Concert Hall is made up of three smaller sub-structures...

Entrance Foyer and 
Stage Tower

Auditorium

Lounge

The Opera Theatre is also made up of three smaller sub-structures.

Entrance Foyer and 
Theatre Stage

Gallery
Lounge

The model is broken down into four main structures. 

The Podium - the main element on which the other structures rest The Concert Hall, The Opera Theatre and 
The Restaurant. 

These structures have a left and right side that is illustrated in the diagrams below when viewed from above.
The parts of the kit are labled accordingly. Concert Hall 14 Right. ie. (CH14R), (CH14L) etc.

L R

21º

Podium

L R

Concert Hall

L R

Opera Theatre Restaurant
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Getting to know your model  - The Structures



You will begin by assembling the Podium, this is the main element that all the other structures will be fi tted to.

The building structures that fi t to the Podium are built in two stages. 
The fi rst stage, (Stage a) is the construction of their components. The second stage (Stage b) is the assembley of these 
components into one of the 4 structures. 

Each of these STAGES is broken down into STEPS ie: [2a/1], [2a/2] etc.

These instructions will guide you through these stages step by step.
 
At the back of this instruction booklet you will fi nd pages illustrating all of the components.

You can follow the instructions in sequence or you can complete all Stage a sections before proceeding to Stage b.

Please take a few moments to familiarize yourself with the components of the kit:

 Read each step through before proceeding.

 Before applying glue to any of the components, check that all parts fi t correctly. This will enable you to see   
 where the glue is best applied.

 If you see this symbol next to the step we recommend you should do a dry assembly without glue    
 before proceeding.

Apply glue with the supplied syringe, straight from the bottle or squeeze a small amount of glue onto a piece of paper and 
dip the parts into this.

When we refer to the CLEAN SIDE - We mean the side facing you when you cut the part out of the parts sheet.

When assembling the parts wipe excess glue from the joints with the brush. Wet the brush before use and keep water 
nearby to wash excess glue off the brush.

Many of the parts have an adhesive backing. Lightly positioning these pieces in place will allow you to move them if you 
happen to position them incorrectly. Once they are in the correct position press them together fi rmly, the supplied eraser and 
bamboo stick are useful for this. If you do position somthing incorrectly, DON’T PANIC. You can easily separate the parts by 
sliding a knife blade between the parts. The adhesive on the back of the components bonds over time.

To fi ll the syringe, remove the plunger and pour glue into the syringe, try not to create an air pocket.
Replace the plunger, hold the syringe pointing upward and expel the excess air. Wrap the nozzel with tape when not in use 
to stop the glue drying in the nozzel.

Keep your hands and fi ngers clean.

Should you have any questions please email us at: enquiry@littlebuildingco.com

Take your time and be patient.

We welcome your feedback.
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The Process - What you are about to do
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Architectural Model Assembley Instructions 
- Putting it all together - 



[S1/10]

Peel the backing off part (P8A) and (P8B) align with 
(P7A) and (P7B).

[S1/1]

Locate the base piece (P1). This is your starting 
point. 

[S1/4]

Apply a small amount of glue to the tabs on (P4) and 
along the edge of (P5). Locate the combined part 
in position. Ensure (P5) is underneath. Use some 
masking tape to secure in position while glue cures. 
Don’t distort the structure. 

[S1/7]

Peel the protective masking off parts (W1) and (W2). 
Position the jigsaw pieces into the podium.

[S1/11]

Align the eraser with the side of the podium structure 
as shown. Secure in position with masking tape. 
Peel backing off part (STB1) and position in place. 
These should sit in the corner you have created with 
the eraser and podium structure. Repeat with parts 
(STB2) through to (STB9).

[S1/2]

Apply a small amount of glue to the tabs on (P2) and 
(P3) and slot into position. Ensure these are vertical 
as the glue cures.

[S1/5]

Position the supplied eraser as shown and secure 
with masking tape. This will form a straight edge 
to help you align the ends of the stairs. Peel the 
backing off part (STA1). 

The part number should be positioned in the corner 
you have created with the eraser and concourse 
structure. The part number is covered by the next 
step tread you apply.

Repeat with parts (STA2) through to (STA9). 

NOTE - DO NOT PUSH THE CONCOURSE 
STRUCTURE OUT OF SHAPE AS YOU ADD THE 
STEP TREADS.

[S1/8]

Sand the tabs off the parts that held them together if 
required. Peel the backing off parts (P7A) and (P7B),  
align with (P6A) and (P6B). 

[S1/3]

Peel the adhesive backing off (P5) and position in 
the center of (P4) so that the tabs on (P4) are visible 
either side. Press the parts together.

[S1/6]

Peel the adhesive backing off (P6A) and align with 
concourse structure. This should be positioned 
within the outline on the paving (P1). Press down to 
ensure the adhesive bonds well. Peel the adhesive 
backing off (P6B) and butt up to (P6A). This too 
should be positioned within the outline on the paving 
(P1).

[S1/9]

Peel backing off cladding piece (C1) and apply to 
(P7A) (Level 2 Concert Hall Lounge). 

ERASER

OUTLINE

OUTLINE

CONCOURSE STRUCTURE CONCOURSE STRUCTURETHE PART NUMBER 
SHOULD BE HERE

P5

ERASER

STAGE 1- Podium [Construction] 
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[S1/13]

Peel backing off cladding piece (C2) and apply to 
(P7A) and (P8B) of the Opera Theatre Lounge. Peel 
the backing off cladding piece (C3) and apply to the 
top of (P8A) the Opera Theatre Lounge. 

[S1/17]

Peel backing off cladding piece (C4) and apply to 
(P9) the Opera Theatre Lounge. Peel the backing off 
cladding piece (C5) and apply to (P9) the Concert 
Hall Lounge. (C5) wraps around the sides of (P9).

[S1/20]

Peel the backing off the podium paving (P10) and 
align with edges of (P9). Press down around all 
edges once in position.

[S1/14]

Peel the protective masking off (W3). Position the 
glazing piece into (P8A) Concert Hall Lounge.

[S1/18]

Position the supplied eraser as shown and secure 
with masking tape. This will form a straight edge 
to help you align the stairs. Peel the backing off 
part (STC1) and locate in position. This should sit 
in the corner you have created with the eraser and 
podium structure. Repeat with parts (STC2) through 
to (STC8).

[S1/21]

Peel the adhesive backing off (P11) and align with 
edges of podium. Press down around all edges.

[S1/12]

Peel the adhesive backing off (STA10) and align 
with edge of steps and tight up against (P8B). Press 
down fi rmly around all edges.

[S1/15]

Place threaded inserts into both holes.

[S1/16]

Peel the backing off part (P9) and align with 
(P8A+B). Positioning the eraser against (P8B) might 
assist you. Press down fi rmly around all edges.

[S1/19]

Position the supplied eraser as shown and secure 
with masking tape. This will form a straight edge to 
help you align the stairs. Peel the backing off part 
(STD1) and locate in position. Repeat with parts 
(STD2) and (STD3). Peel the backing off STD4 and 
fi t. Align the left fl ight of stairs to the left (STD5L) 
through to (STD8L) and the right fl ight to the right 
(STD5R) through to (STD8R). There should be a 
gap in between the two fl ights. 

[S1/22]

Peel the protective masking off parts (W4) and (W5). 
Position the glazing piece into the podium (P11) the 
Concert Hall and Opera Theatre Lounges.

THE PART NUMBER 
SHOULD BE HERE

ERASER

ERASER

ERASER

Podium [Construction] - STAGE 1

[S1/23]

Peel the adhesive backing off parts (P12) and (P13) 
and position in place ensuring the edges are aligned.
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[S1/24]

Work through the fl ights of stairs (STE, STF and 
STG). The stairs are numbered from the bottom up. 

[S1/28]

Peel backing off cladding piece (C6) and apply to 
(P13) the Opera Theatre Lounge. Peel the backing 
off cladding piece (C7) and apply to (P12) the 
Concert Hall Lounge.

[S1/29]

Peel the adhesive backing off paving parts (P13) and 
(P14) align edges and position in place. Press fi rmly 
down around all edges.

[S1/26]

Start with STF1.This should sit in the pocket behind 
(P11) and ontop of (P10). Peel the backing off and 
press in position. Work through to STF8.  

[S1/27]

Start with STG1.This should sit in the pocket behind 
(P11) and on top of (P10). Peel the backing off and 
press in position. Work through to STG8. 

[S1/25]

Start with STE1. This should sit in the pocket behind 
(P11) and ontop of (P10). Peel the backing off and 
press in position. Work through to STE8.

[S1/30]

Peel the adhesive backing off cladding parts (C8), 
(C9) and (C10). Place (C8) in position fi rst then fi t 
parts (C9) and (C10).

[S1/31]

Peel the adhesive backing off cladding parts (C11), 
(C12) and (C13). Place (C12) and (C13) in position 
fi rst then fi t part (C11).    

[S1/32]

Slot (C14) in position to see how it fi ts before peeling 
the backing off. This sits in the slot in (P6). Now peel 
the adhesive backing off part (C14) and position.
Peel the backing off parts (C15) and (C16) and press 
in place.

[S1/33]

Peel the backing of (V1), the short piece of vinyl, and 
apply to the side elevation of the podium. Ensure 
you cover both the vertical marks on the side of part 
(P8A + P8B).

[S1/34]

Before peeling the backing off (C17) align the part 
with the side of the podium checking that it fi ts nicely 
around the glazing of the Opera Theatre Lounge. 
Peel backing off as you apply it and fi t from lounge 
end fi rst, pressing the part in position and peeling the 
backing off as you go. Once applied use the eraser 
to press the part fi rmly into position.

[S1/35]

Peel the adhesive backing off (C18) and position 
around concourse entrance.

STAGE 1- Podium [Construction] 

FIT C11 LAST

ST/E

ST/F

ST/G

C18
START THIS END
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[S1/38]

Before peeling the backing off (C20) align the part 
with the side of the podium checking that it fi ts nicely 
around the glazing of the Concert Hall L ounge. Peel 
backing off as you apply it and fi t from Concert Hall 
end fi rst, pressing the part in position and peeling the 
backing off as you go. Once applied use the eraser 
to press the part fi rmly into position.

[S1/36]

Peel the adhesive backing off (C19) and position in 
place.

[S1/37]

Peel the backing of (V2), the long piece of vinyl and 
apply to the side elevation of the podium. Ensure 
you cover both the vertical marks on the side of part 
(P8A + P8B).

[S1/39]

Slot (C21) in position to see how it fi ts before peeling 
the backing off. This sits in the slot in (P6). Now peel 
the adhesive backing off part (C21) and position. 
Peel the backing off parts (C22) and press in place.

[S1/40]

Turn the structure over, and while holding it in your 
hands (because if you put it down on the table you 
may damage the (C20) which stands proud of the 
structure)

[S1/41]

... fi t the 4 rubber feet, one to each corner.

Congratulations

You have just completed the construction of the Podium structure - STAGE 1.

Podium [Construction] - STAGE 1

FOOT

FOOT FOOT

FOOT

C19

C22

C21

START THIS END
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[S2a/1]

Check alignment of (CH2) before removing backing 
and applying to (CH1). You should position the 
middle fi rst and work your way out to either side. 
DO NOT COVER THE TEETH ON (CH1). Align the 
inside curved edges of (CH2) and (CH1) as shown.

[S2a/4]

Make sure there is glue all the way along the spine. 
It is important to make sure there is glue on both 
ends and that the tape holds the ends of (CH4) and 
(CH5) down.

[S2a/6]

The assembled parts should look like this. 

[S2a/8]

The assembled parts should look like this. 

[S2a/9]

Place (CH10) with the clean side facing down. 
Peel the adhesive backing off (CH11). Align the 
short edge on the inside of the ‘V’ shaped piece and 
position the pointed section in place. Gently align the 
2 leg pieces. These are fl exible and you are aiming 
to align the inside edges. Squeezing the ends of 
(CH11) together will cause the part to fl ex making it 
easier to position the short edge and also align the 
legs as they meet (CH10).

[S2a/10]

The assembled parts should look like this. 

[S2a/11]

Place (CH12) with the clean side facing down. 
Peel the adhesive backing off (CH13). Align the 
short edge on the inside of the ‘V’ shaped piece and 
position the pointed section in place. Gently align the 
2 leg pieces. These are fl exible and you are aiming 
to align the inside edges. Squeezing the ends of 
(CH13) together will cause the part to fl ex making it 
easier to position the short edge and also align the 
legs as they meet (CH12).

[S2a/2]

Turn the piece over and peel the backing off (CH3) 
and apply to the other side of (CH1) again making 
sure the inside curved edges of both parts align.

[S2a/5]

Place (CH6) down with the part number facing up. 
Peel the backing off (CH7) and apply to (CH6). Align 
the bottom edge as shown and also ensure the slot 
at the top aligns. Press the parts together.

[S2a/7]

Place (CH8) down with the part number facing up. 
Peel the backing off (CH9) and apply to (CH8). Align 
the bottom edge as shown and also ensure the slot 
at the top aligns. Press the parts together.

[S2a/12]

The assembled parts should look like this. 

[S2a/3]

Apply glue along the spine and push (CH4) and 
(CH5) over the teeth on (CH1). The triangles should 
face each other. Apply masking tape to hold  all the 
parts together while glue cures.

STAGE 2a - Concert Hall Stage Tower and Entrance Foyer [Sub Assembly] 

SQUEEZE

SQUEEZE

SQUEEZE

SQUEEZE

ALIGN INSIDE 
CURVE

ALIGN INSIDE CURVE
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CH6

CH8

THIS IS THE SHORT EDGE

TRIANGLE

THIS IS IMPORTANT

ALIGN THIS AREA FIRST

ALIGN OUTSIDE EDGE WITH 
THE BOTTOM OF THE TEETH

ALIGN OUTSIDE EDGE WITH 
THE BOTTOM OF THE TEETH

THIS IS IMPORTANT



[S2a/15]

Apply a small amount of glue to the slots in (CH15R)  
and along the bottom of both (CH16R) and (CH17R). 
Slot all components together. Make sure all parts are 
pushed well into their slots.

[S2a/18]

Take part (SS1R) and gently crease it along the 
engraved marks.

[S2a/16]

Apply glue along the top edges of (CH16R) and 
(CH17R). Apply a small amount of glue to the four 
slots in (CH18R).Position (CH18R) on to (CH16R) 
and (CH17R). Complete the same procedure 
for (CH19R). Make sure all the parts are pushed 
correctly into the slots.  

[S2a/19]

This is a practice move... Gently bend (SS1R) so it 
takes on the required curve. Then slide the bottom 
tabs into the two retaining slots in (CH18R) and 
(CH19R).

[S2a/13]

Apply a small amount of glue to the slots in (CH14R) 
Slot the glazing (G1R) into position. When the glue 
has dried trim tabs off which extend through the slots 
in (CH14R).

Construction Note

There are two side shell support structures which 
you are about to construct - a left and a right side. 
You can assemble these simultaneously. Illustrated 
below are the stages to construct the right side shell 
support structure.

Construction of the left side is identical.

You can continue to assemble the remaining 
components after step [S2a/13] while parts (CH14R) 
and (G1R) are gluing. Just be careful not to disturb 
them as the glue takes slightly longer to bond to the 
glazing.

Repeat stages [S2a/13] through to [S2a/20] to 
assemble the left side shell support structure. The 
parts for this are labeled with an ‘L’ in place of the’R’.
ie. (CH14L) (G1L), (CH15L) (CH16L) (CH17L) and 
(SS1L).

[S2a/22]

Remove masking tape and ensure you have cut off 
the tabs from (G1R) and (G1L) that protrude through 
the base.

[S2a/21]

Only once the glue has cured can you snap off the 
location tabs.

Congratulations.

You have just completed the construction of STAGE 2a.

 You will now use parts you have just assembled to start constructing the Concert Hall Stage Tower and Entrance Foyer.

[S2a/17]

Use masking tape to secure the parts in place while 
the glue cures.

[S2a/20]

Now apply some glue along the edges of (CH18R) 
and (CH19R). Apply some glue to the central 
support rib (CH15R) also apply some glue along 
the rear edges of (SS1R) and repeat the previous 
stage. Use masking tape to secure together nice and 
tightly ensuring all the end points are well glued and 
secure. Only once the glue has cured can you snap 
off the location tabs.

[S2a/14]

Apply a small amount of glue to the slots in (CH14R)  
and along the bottom edge of (CH15R) then slot into 
position.

Concert Hall Stage Tower and Entrance Foyer [Sub Assembly] - STAGE 2a

GLUE

GLUE

GLUE

GLUE

MAKE SURE THE TOP POINT IS WELL SECURED
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[S2b/1]

Using the assemblies from [S2a/4] and [S2a/8]. 
Apply glue to the slot to the smaller side of the spine 
and slide the small shell rib from [S2a/8] into place. 
Make sure that it is pushed up as far as it will go. 
Part (CH9) should face outward.

[S2b/4]

Using the portal frame from step [S2a/10]. Apply 
glue to the hooks at the ends of the portal frame and 
to the end of the spine. Hook the two ends of the 
portal frame over the slots on either side of the shell 
rib (CH6) and locate the tab on the end of the spine 
into the recess in the frame. Apply masking tape to 
hold the portal frame to the spine. 

[S2b/8]

Apply a continuous line of glue to the shoulder on 
the larger spine, the shoulder on the back of the 
portal frame (CH11) and along the edge of (CH7). 
Slide the point of (S1R) into the slot in (CH6) then 
poke the tab through the slot half way up (CH6). 
Now fl ex (S1L) so it fi ts under the shoulder on 
the spine and against the shoulder on the portal 
structure. Tape (S1L) in position and repeat the 
same procedure for (S1R).

[S2b/7]

Gently crease (S1R) and (S1L) along lines. Working 
from one side to another to obtain a gentle curve. 
Repeat the same procedure for (S2R) and (S2L).

[S2b/11]

Leave the structure to dry completely before 
continuing.

[S2b/2]

Rotate the structure and apply glue to second slot. 
Slide in the assembled part from step [S2a/6] into 
position. Make sure it is pushed up as far as it will 
go.    

[S2b/5]

Using the portal frame from step [S2a/12]. Apply 
glue to the hooks at the ends of the portal frame and 
to the end of the spine. Hook the two ends of the 
portal frame over the slots on either side of the shell 
rib (CH8) and locate the tab on the end of the spine 
into the recess in the frame. Apply masking tape to 
hold the portal frame to the spine. 

[S2b/9]

It is important to glue both shells (S1R) and (S1L) 
at the same time to ensure the structure stays 
symmetrical. Run lengths of tape from one shell to 
the other across the back of the spine. Once the 
structure is taped together double check to make 
sure that both shells are correctly located. THIS IS 
IMPORTANT.

[S2b/3]

Use the STAGE 2b construction base to help 
assemble the structure completely before adding 
it to the podium structure. DO NOT GLUE THE 
STRUCTURE TO THE CONSTRUCTION BASE. 
Use an elastic band to secure the structure to the 
construction base. We will not show the elastic band 
in our illustrations to keep them clear.  

[S2b/6]

Allow all parts to dry completely before moving on to 
the next step.

[S2b/10]

Apply a continuous line of glue along the shoulder 
on the small spine and the shoulder on the back of 
the portal frame (CH13). Slide the point of (S2L) into 
the slot in (CH6) then poke the tab through the slot 
half way up (CH6). Now fl ex (S2R) so it fi ts under 
the shoulder on the spine and against the shoulder 
on the portal structure. Tape (S2R) in position and 
repeat the same procedure for (S2L).

END OF SPINE END OF SPINE

APPLY GLUE 
TO HOOK IN 
PORTAL FRAME

APPLY GLUE 
TO HOOK IN 
PORTAL FRAME

SHELL RIB

SHELL RIB

APPLY GLUE 
TO HOOK  IN 
PORTAL FRAME

RECESS IN 
FRAME

RECESS IN 
FRAME

ELASTIC BAND

CH9

CH9

APPLY GLUE

APPLY GLUE

REMOVE TABS

APPLY GLUE - PORTAL FRAME

APPLY GLUE - PORTAL FRAME

GENTLY CREASE ALONG LINES APPLY GLUE - SHOULDER ON SPINE

APPLY GLUE - 
SHOULDER ON SPINE

TAB

TAB

(S1R) POINT
APPLY GLUE - 
EDGE OF (CH7)

APPLY GLUE - EDGE 
OF (CH7)

(S2R) POINT

(CH6) SLOT

(CH6) SLOT

CHECKCHECK

CHECK

STAGE 2b - Concert Hall Stage Tower and Entrance Foyer [Construction] 

[S2b/12]

Snap off the tabs that protrude through (CH8) and 
(CH6) to allow the structures from step [S2a/21] to 
slide into position. Apply a SMALL amount of glue 
to the TOP of both side shell support structures and 
slide them into place. 
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[S2b/13]

This is a practice... Align the tile pieces before you 
peel the backing off so you are comfortable with how 
they fi t. With the shells, position the point (P) at the 
bottom in place fi rst and then align the front edge (E) 
of the tiles with the front of the portal structure. With 
the side shell tiles gently bend them on the center line 
before fi tting. Align both side edges at the same time. 
Don’t stick anything yet!

[S2b/14]

Peel the backing off (T4). Align with the front of the 
spine and continue it up the rear of the spine. Peel 
the backing off (T5) align with the front edge of the 
spine (F) and apply.

[S2b/15]

Peel the backing off (T1R), align the bottom point (P) 
then the front edge (E) and apply.

[S2b/16]

Peel the backing off (T2R), align the bottom point 
then the front edge and apply. 

[S2b/17]

Peel the backing off (T3R), align the top point and 
edges then apply.

[S2b/18]

Rotate the structure and repeat step’s [S2b/15], 
[S2b/16] and [S2b/17] applying (T1L), (T2L) and 
(T3L).

[S2b/19]

The Concert Hall Entrance and Foyer is now 
complete.

(P)

(P)

(P)

(P)

(P)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(F)

(F)

(E)

(P)

(P)

Congratulations

You have just completed the construction of STAGE 2b. Put the structure you have just built safely to one side.

Concert Hall Stage Tower and Entrance Foyer [Construction] - STAGE 2b
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[S3a/1]

Place (CH19) with the part number facing upwards.
Peel backing off (CH20) and apply to (CH19). Align 
the points shown.

[S3a/4]

The assembled parts should look like this.

[S3a/6]

The assembled parts should look like this.    

[S3a/7]

Place (CH25) with the clean side facing down. 
Peel the adhesive backing off (CH26). Align the 
short edge on the inside of the ‘V’ shaped piece and 
position the pointed section in place. Gently align 
the 2 leg pieces. These are fl exible and you are 
aiming to align the inside edges of parts (CH25) and 
(CH26). Squeezing the ends of (CH26) together will 
cause the part to fl ex making it easier to position 
the short edge and also align the legs as they meet 
(CH25).

[S3a/8]

The assembled parts should look like this.

[S3a/9]

Place (CH28) with the part number facing down. 
Peel the backing off (CH27) and apply to (CH28). 
Align the bottom edge as shown and also ensure the 
slot at the top aligns. Press the parts together.

[S3a/2]

The assembled parts should look like this.   

[S3a/5]

Peel backing off (CH23) and apply to (CH24). Align 
the corners of (CH23) and (CH24) and press the 
parts together.

[S3a/11]

Peel backing off (CH30) and apply to (CH29). Align 
the inside curved edges of (CH30) and (CH29) as 
shown. 

[S3a/10]

The assembled parts should look like this.

[S3a/3]

Peel backing off (CH21) and apply to (CH22). Align 
the corners of (CH21) and (CH22) and press the 
parts together.

[S3a/12]

Turn the pieces over and peel backing off (CH31) 
and apply to (CH29). Align the inside curved edges 
of (CH29) and (CH31) as shown. 

STAGE 3a - Concert Hall Auditorium [Sub Assembly] 

SQUEEZE

SQUEEZE
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THIS IS THE SHORT EDGE



[S10/1]

Remove protective backing paper off (G12). Gently 
bend the glazing (G12) and slide into curved slot as 
shown.

[S10/4]

Locate the structure from STAGE 6b. Apply a small 
amount of glue to the location holes in the podium 
and position the structure.

[S10/6]

Using the structure from STAGE 5b apply a small 
amount of glue to the location holes in the podium 
and position the structure.

[S10/7]

Congratulations again...believe it or not... THAT’S IT!

[S10/2]

Using the structure from STAGE 7b apply a small 
amount of glue to the location holes in the podium 
and position the structure.

[S10/4]

Remove protective backing paper off (G13). Slot the 
glazing panels (G13) into position.

[S10/3]

Peel the backing off the bottom of [S7a/22] and 
position in front of the curved glazing. Press down to 
help the adhesive stick.

STAGE 11 - Podium - Opera Theatre [Install] 
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This model has been designed and developed while refering to the following reference material.
The State of New South Wales is the copyright holder for the all records comprised in the Materials.

The Brown Book.
NRS 12702, ‘An International Competition for a National Opera House at Bennelong Point, Sydney, New South Wales 
Australia: Conditions and Programme’, 1955
Commonly known as the “Brown Book”, this is the 1955 booklet for the conditions and programme for the International 
Competition for a National Opera House at Bennelong Point, Sydney. The booklet includes: conditions of competition, B&W 
photos of the site, site and building requirements, schedule of dates and more.

Competition Drawings by Jørn Utzon.
NRS 12825, Competition drawings submitted by Jørn Utzon to the Opera House Committee, 1956
These are the original competition drawings for which the assessors of the Committee awarded Jørn Utzon fi rst prize of 
£5,000 on 29 January 1957. He was commissioned by the Government of New South Wales to do fi nal drawings for the 
Opera House, and to supervise its construction.

The Red Book.
NRS 12707, ‘Sydney National Opera House’, Mar 1958
This 1958 report (known also as the Red Book) was presented by Jørn Utzon to the Premier and the Opera House Commit-
tee in order to “give … a project which realizes in practical form the vision of the competition”. The report comprises: plans, 
sections, elevations, photographs of models of the Opera House; and reports by other consultants.

The Gold Book.
NRS 12705, Negatives of Competition drawings, 1958 NRS 12706, ‘Sydney Opera House’, 2 Mar 1959
The printed booklet, commonly known as the “Gold Book”, was issued to accompany the “Ceremony to Commemorate the 
Commencement of the Sydney Opera House” on 2 March 1959. At this ceremony the Premier, the Hon. J.J. Cahill M.L.A., 
positioned a plaque indicating the point from which all measurements of the Sydney Opera House would be taken.

The Yellow Book
NRS 12708, ‘Sydney Opera House’, Jan 1962.
This 1962 report (commonly known as the Yellow Book) comprises plans submitted by Jørn Utzon and consultants. The 
plans include, in addition to plans of the minor and major halls, geometrical construction showing the shells of the major hall, 
details of precast lid, tiling on shells and development of shells.

The White Book
NRS 12824, First designs by Hall, Todd and Littlemore.
These detailed drawings, known as the White Book, are of the Concert Hall and Opera Theatre by Hall, Todd and Littlemore.

NRS 12715, Sydney National Opera House: Structural Scheme Stage II, 1962
These are copies of plans drawn up by Ove Arup Partners for roof elevations and internal contours of the shells for the mi-
nor and major halls.

© State of New South Wales through The State Records Authority of New South Wales 2015.
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